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Comments
from page 3
too stay, whether they like it
or not! ALUTA CONTINUA
♦
Posted by Leonie
Well we are indeed a country
of FREEDOM. It will just
show that we have and been
and will be victorious in everything we do and touch.
♦

Posted by
G.Shaanyenenge
RDP ( Rally for Disappointed People) + RP (Rally
for puppet)= ZERO (
O I K A N G W A
YELIPUPIKA)

♦

Posted by
G.Shaanyenenge
We will give them KAPINYA
this year, with their coalition
or not they are nothing to the
SWAPO PARTY.VIVA
SWAPO PARTY OF
NAMIBIA.

♦
Posted by
I.H.Hekandjo-Okalongo
Lol. Its the dead end of RP
party in Namibia, and finally
COD,DTA,RDP AND etc
are became one, imagine for
how long they has been
partener , we lost our brothers and sisters in Cassinga
and in other places , who has
been the MD if is not a CEO
of whats happen? remember

the trueth cannot hide forever
. eehonde dova mwaneme
odo tadi pulako sha do.VIVA
SWAPO PARTY OF
NAMIBIA.
♦

Posted by Cde
Nghalukamo
Keep up the good work with
the in time update of Namibia
Today. Information is key
ALUTA CONTINUA

♦

Posted by Evelyn
Matheus
I wonder what makes them
want to go to parliament now,
i quess their fellows members
are starving to death now and
noted that without SWAPO
Goverment money they cannot help themselves and want
to benefit, athough i do not
believe they can bring any
changes as they use to preach!
Hahaaha, when they were
campaining for Omuthiya
they promise that whether
they lose or win they will build
free houses or bring development at Omuthiya but still
now i have not seen or heard
anything what happen anoo?

♦

Posted by Sunday
Nekongo
LOL.. Tala, that is well said!
I think they really had a hidden affair, they are now revealing their long hidden relationship which will however
not last longer. HH has been
a hibernator and a power
hungry politician too. We are

2010

ready to defeat them come
Nov. Regional and Local Authority elections.
♦
Posted by Tala
Eya moSwapo ta pula
ombelewa vati a longwa unene
Eya moSwapo takwatakanifa
neembulu daye A dja
moSwapo a shuna keembulu
daye
♦

Posted by Cde.
Land of the Brave
VIVA Cde. Pohamba, VIVA
Cde. Nujoma, VIVA Cde.
Geingob, VIVA Cde. IivulaIthana, VIVA Cde. Mbumba,
VIVA Cde. Toivo Ya Toivo,
VIVA Cde. Ngurare, VIVAall
SWAPO Party structures
and all Comrades. November
Elections is what we are all
waiting for! SWAPO for life!

♦

Posted by Comrade Kandowa
Cde. Tulinalyo, I share the same
sentiment with you. SWAPO
Party is the only party that can
defeat the challenges Namibia
is currently facing, I believe the
SWAPO Government is on the
right track to just achieving the
major challenges. Comrade,
SWAPO is here too stay,
whether they like it or not!
ALUTA CONTINUA

♦

Posted by Cde.
Elago Tulinalyo
The marriage of the two opposition parties marks the beginning of their failure and
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defeat. The Great SWAPO
Party is and have been more
than ready to squash and of
course embarrass them as
usual. I always fail to understand why they should always be reminded that they
have reached the juncture of
political cul-de-sac. The
Great SWAPO Party is here
to stay and this should be understood by all. I see no need
for them to celebrate because
there is nothing worth celebrating. Disappointments
still awaits them, they should
not forget. Comrades lets not
even dwell on this much, we
have greater challenges that
needs immediate attention
and debate, like how to ensure that we improve the living standard of all fellow
Namibians, by alleviating
poverty etc.
♦

Posted by
Willibald Tshimootshiri
It seems this two so-called parties have been hiding their affairs and now they are just busting it out,just see RDP and
RP,they have something in
common bt just for nothing..
Is good enough that when they
are going to fall,it will not give
SWAPO much work, it will be
1 funeral a day,

♦
Posted by Amalia
Nhuleipo
They are just there for wasting their time. Swapo, Swapo
ongudu ihai sholola, navo

PROJECT CODES: 171101 & 171102
CONSTRUCTION OF FIFTY (50) CORE AND ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY FOUR
(124) CONVENTIONAL HOUSES IN KUISEBMOND, WALVIS BAY
Tenders are herewith invited from qualified contractors for the construction (labour only) of fifty (50) core and one
hundred and twenty four (124) conventional houses in Kuisebmond, Walvis Bay.
Tender documents, against payment of a non-refundable deposit of N$250.00, are available from Thursday, 16 September 2010 until 11:30 on Thursday, 23 September 2010, at the following offices:
•
•

Cash Hall, Head Office of the NHE, 7 General Murtala Muhammed Avenue, Eros, Windhoek
West Regional Office of the NHE, Corner of Frankie Abrahams & Nathaniel Maxuilili Avenue,
Kuisebmond, Walvis Bay

Sealed tenders with the tenderer’s name, address and the endorsement, Project Codes 171101 and 171102, must reach
the Head Office of the NHE in Windhoek not later than 12:00 on Thursday, 30 September 2010.
A meeting with the tenderers will be held on Thursday, 23 September 2010 at 11:30 at the Head Office of the
NHE, 7 General Murtala Muhammed Avenue, Eros, Windhoek, to discuss the tender documents.
The lowest or any tender may not necessarily be accepted and the NHE reserves the right to accept any tender. The
company will not provide reasons for the acceptance or rejection of any tender.
Although this tender is open to all contractors, the NHE wishes to make a special appeal to all regional contractors to
submit a tender for this project.
Prepared by: Technical Services and Property Management
Enquiries: Telephone (061) 292-7301

vene shishi............. Viiiiiiiiiiva
Swapo 4eva!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
♦

Posted by
Gebhard Eshumba
Now it is easy for us to chew
them once!!!! They are wasting their time!!!

♦

Posted by Dorcas
Ndokosho
One feel pity for these guys
(Hidipo & Mudge), they are
running out of ideas. SWAPO
will rule for ever!!!

♦

Posted by
Phillemon Oupapah
Ndinomwameni
No matter what we still together
VIVA SWAPO

♦

Posted by Tangeni
Amadhila
What credibilty do this two
parties have (RDP & RP),
now that was a wrong move
that and is a clear sign of failure already, VIVA SWAPO!!!

♦

Posted by
Willibald Tshimootshiri
It seems this two so-called parties have been hiding their affairs and now they are just bust-

ing it out,just see RDP and
RP,they have something in
common bt just for nothing.. Is
good enough that when they are
going to fall,it will not give
SWAPO much work, it will be
1 funeral a day,
♦

Posted by Henny
Iipumbu
We will show them again
come November as we normally do. Viva our mighty
SWAPO party.

♦

Posted by Sixtus
Andreas
Victory for SWAPO is just getting sweeter and better!!!
ALUTA CONTINUA.

♦

Posted by Nekulu
Ashipala
Soon all opposition parties
will die a natural death.
SWAPO is here to stay.

♦

Posted by La-more
Ya Amwaandangi
I love this song: Twa tegelela
esiku
ndjo
RANDOP,RP,DTA,NUDO etc
tuya fubike. Fwi fwi fwi fwi to
al opposition parties! SWAPO
4 real!

Cuba says U.S. policy
unchanged, embargo
tougher under Obama
administration
HAVANA, — U.S. President
Barack Obama has not changed
its policy toward Cuba as promised while enforcement of its
48-year trade embargo has got
even stricter, Cuban Foreign
Minister Bruno Rodriguez said
Wednesday.
“The embargo policy in the
past two years under the government of President Obama
has not changed at all...It has
been hardened. It has been
strengthened,” Rodriguez said
in a report to be presented on
Oct. 26 at the United Nations
General Assembly.
“The embargo is a piece from
the Cold War Museum,”
Rodriguez said.
“The U.S. president has remained below the expectations
concerning to the change of
policy toward Cuba and the embargo, expectations that had
been created in the international
community and the American
public itself,” Rodriguez added.
According to Rodriguez,
Obama could have used his executive authority to cease the
embargo, but instead, during his
two years in office, Obama had
punished more companies for
trading with Cuba than his Republican predecessor George
W. Bush.
“He spoke of a new begin-

ning with Cuba, of a change in
relations... However there is an
abyss, a contradiction between
his words and his actions,”
Rodriguez said.
“The U.S. blockade against
Cuba is a unilateral act and
should be lifted unconditionally,” Rodriguez said.
“President Obama has eased
travel of scholars, artists and
religious people as Democrat
president Bill Clinton did, but
he did not allow Americans to
travel freely to Cuba yet,”
Rodriguez said.
Rodriguez said the embargo
was the main obstacle to Cuba’s
development, adding that it had
left about 100 billion U.S. dollars in losses since it was established in 1962.
The Cuban government believes the U.S. economic blockade is aimed at causing “hunger, desperation and suffering”
to the Cuban people so as to provoke an internal instability that
would result in the overthrow
of the socialist system on the
island. Havana has repeatedly
reiterated that the normalization
of relations with Washington
must be linked to the end of the
embargo and the release of the
five Cubans imprisoned in the
United States on spying charges.
(Xinhua)
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